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Chapter 2165 is not a thug?

The title matter is of great importance.

Every titled master, in the martial arts world, is a general existence of strategic
deterrence.

It is equivalent to nuclear weapons in the martial arts world. They are the most important
weapon and the pillar of the country.

Therefore, for any country, the birth of every titled master is a grand event that is enough
to celebrate the whole country.

Vietnam is no exception!

Not only the Wushen Temple will invite him to become the master, even the Huaxia
official will issue a red-head document to recognize its supremacy from the official and
secular level.

The official document in Tang Hao’s mouth was a red-headed document with the seal of
Vietnam.

Of course, whether there is such a file is actually not important.

But the official process always has to go.

In Vietnam, martial arts and the secular are divided and ruled.

But nominally, the martial arts community still has to obey the official orthodox
management.

Just like the appointment of the Lord of the Temple of Martial Arts, it also requires official
documents for canonization.

Of course, it is only in name.

In matters of the martial arts world, the real decision is made by the Martial God Temple,
which represents the highest authority of the Vietnamese martial arts.



If the six main hall masters of the Wushen Temple did not nod, the so-called red-headed
documents of Huaxia officials would be just a dead letter.

After all, the strong in this world are respected.

And the martial artist is the group of people who control the limit of human power, so
naturally they will not be constrained by those worldly weak.

Of course, this does not mean that the secular world cannot compete with the martial
arts world.

Just like Huaxia, if Huaxia officials really want to deal with the Temple of Martial Arts, if
they deploy nuclear weapons, they can still level the Temple of Martial Arts.

But obviously, this kind of act of hurting the enemy eight hundred and self-defeating one
thousand is an idiot.

Therefore, it is this kind of mutual checks and balances that finally formed the situation
where the Vietnamese secular world and the martial arts world are divided and ruled.

Even, in many cases, in the face of some difficult international affairs, Huaxia officials
will still ask for the Temple of Martial Arts.

After all, weapons are obviously more controllable than humans.

However, Mark was a little confused when he heard Tang Hao’s words.

“Huh?” “What test?” “Could it be that you are not the thugs sent by those two giants?”
Mark frowned, looking at Tang Hao with doubts.

The sensation and chill in the depths of Mark’s pupils suddenly faded a lot.

Tang Hao shook his head and smiled: “It seems that you still don’t understand. What
does a titled master mean to a country?” “I can tell you without exaggeration that it is the
Vietnamese Lord, who is not qualified to have a title. The grandmaster becomes his thug,
and he is even less qualified to order a titled grandmaster to act according to his will.”

“Do you think that the two giants, no matter how strong they are, can they be stronger
than the Vietnamese leader?” Tang Hao’s words immediately turned Mark Confused.

“So, you weren’t sent by the Lu and Xu family?” “That’s natural.”

Tang Hao nodded, “It’s just two secular families. If I destroy him, it’s just a blow to the
dust. How big are their faces? Please move the gods of the Zhu Kingdom to be their
thugs?” “The titled master, as a strategic deterrent in the martial arts world, is by no
means so cheap.”

When Tang Hao said this, his eyes were full of pride and majesty. .



That kind of self-confidence from the bones can only be possessed by the powerful.

As a national strategic deterrent, he does have this proud capital.

Chapter 2166 the terrible titled master

What is strategic deterrence?

It is this kind of thing, as long as you have it, the enemy will not dare to move you.

In other words, it is “a soldier who fails to fight without fighting”

!

Nuclear weapons are the titled master, and even more so!

Even if there is no equal force to check and balance the titled grandmaster, the
destructive power caused by the titled grandmaster is stronger than nuclear weapons.

That year, the United States dropped two atomic bombs on Japan, causing no more
than 200,000 casualties.

In the history of martial arts, the highest record of killing a titled master is 3 million
people!

Yes, the titled grandmaster back then, because of personal enmity, entered a certain
country in Africa and slaughtered for ten days and ten nights.

Those ten days were like purgatory for the country’s 18 cities!

Later, if it hadn’t been for the World Armed Forces League to send strong men to siege,
that country would have been slaughtered.

Since then, the titled master has become the existence of a strategic deterrent force for
all countries in the world.

For this reason, the World Armed Forces Union has formulated the “Convention on the
Self-Discipline of Titled Grand Masters of Various Nations”, which strictly restricts the
use of power by the titled grandmasters without restraint, and explicitly prohibits the
mass killing of secular civilians by the titled masters.

It can be said that to a certain extent, it limits the destructiveness of the titled master.

However, the strategic deterrence of the titled master is still there.



After all, this kind of convention is simply a self-discipline convention, and the big deal is
that it is condemned by public opinion.

As long as you do not do too much, no one will care, and at most condemn you.

Therefore, this is why Tang Hao is so disdainful of those two giants.

Hearing this, Mark confirmed that the opponent is not an enemy.

“I just didn’t expect to get a title, so I have to test it?” After the misunderstanding was
resolved, Mark’s hostility disappeared. He looked at Tang Hao and shook his head.

But, to be honest, Mark just now really regarded Tang Hao as the powerhouse Lu and
Xu invited to deal with him.

Fortunately, Tang Hao blew himself up in time, otherwise it would be too late when
Markyun Daotian Jue was displayed.

Yes, Mark’s offensive just now was definitely not his peak combat power.

But even so, it was still not what Tang Hao could contend.

If Mark did his best, no one knew what the consequences would be.

“That’s natural.”

“The title is a matter of national luck, it’s not a trifle.”

“Any titled master must be tested before being nominated.”

“Sometimes, it’s not just a test by one person.”

“Especially people of your age who want to get a title will naturally have to face more
doubts.”

“To tell you the truth, God of War opposed all opinions a few days ago and insisted on
nominating you as the seventh titled master. It can be said that it has caused anger in
the Martial God Temple.”

“Except for the God of War, no one thinks you are eligible for the title.”

“On the Yanshan Mountain that day, the King of Fighters almost fought with the God of
War.”

“But don’t worry. It was very unpleasant, but your nomination was still forcibly passed by
the God of War.”



Ye Qingtian is the God of War in a country after all, and the reputation of the strongest in
Vietnam is by no means a good one.

Although Ye Qingtian doesn’t speak much on weekdays, once he decides things, no
one can stop it.

Not satisfied?

Take a fight and take it.

The God of War smashes Vietnam, and is majestic. How can you be afraid of people?

Therefore, even if the King of Fighters Mo Gucheng and Juggernaut and others objected,
the nomination of Mark was still passed.

Ye Qingtian was not used to them.
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